OVERLOCKER TECHNIQUE: ELASTICATOR
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WHAT IS IT?


The Elasticator foot guides and
stretches the elastic as it is
being sewn on.



The Elasticator’s special roller
applies constant tension to the
elastic, stretching it as it is
serged into the seam.



The adjusting screw provides
for infinitely variable adjustment
of the amount of stretch



In addition, a built-in guide
ensures precise, wrinkle-free
feeding of the material,
enabling the elastic to be
stitched precisely into home
furnishings, lingerie, swimwear,
and sportswear.

 In addition, a built-in guide

ensures precise, wrinklefree feeding of the material,
enabling the elastic to be
stitched precisely into
home furnishings, lingerie,
swimwear, and sportswear.
 For elastic tapes from 5 to

12 mm wide (L8 Series
5mm to 20mm) (approx
1/4 “ to 1/2 “)

THREADING THE PRESSER FOOT



The Elasticator foot can be loaded after it is attached to the machine,
but it is often easier to load the elastic into the foot before placing it
onto the machine.

 The L 4 Series (460/450) and the L 8 Series (850/890) presser foot will

open from the side by simply raising the lever on the portion of the foot
above the roller—then slide the elastic under the roller.

 The b40 series (b42/b44/b48) presser foot has a guide that can be

adjusted and the elastic needs to be threaded into the slot over the
roller.

MACHINE SET UP
THREAD FOR A
4-THREAD OVERLOCK
OR
ANY OVERLOCK
VARIATION, SUPER
STRETCH STICH OR
COVERSTITCH WILL
WORK
Remember your threading song and dance?

STITCH SET UP

 Adjust the cutting width to the desired width for elastic.
 Increase the stitch length for increase stretch.
 Adjust the tension control (adjusting knob) on the top of the presser foot by a quarter to half a turn and sew until

desired amount of stretch is achieved.

TIP: Lower the cutting knife and add the seam guide to prevent any accidental cutting of elastic.

1/4” ELASTIC IN WOVEN FABRIC - EXAMPLE
 Set the machine for a 4-thread overlock.
 Attach Elasticator foot, loaded with knit elastic.
 Set the stitch length to 4 mm.
 Set the cutting width to 8 mm.
 Position the fabric in front of the cutting knife so that approximately 1/8” of fabric will be cut from the edge.
 Turn the adjusting screw to desired setting (not too tight) to start.
 Begin sewing by placing the needles into the elastic edge with a slight tail behind the presser foot to handle.
 Adjust tension on roller with adjusting screw as needed.
 To end the seam, sew off the fabric edge and trim elastic.

CLEAR ELASTIC IN KNIT
 Set the machine for a super stretch stitch.
 Install the upper looper converter and remove the upper looper thread.
 Thread the lower looper with Maxi-Lock stretch
 Attach elasticator foot loaded with clear elastic.
 Set the stitch length to 4 mm.
 Set the cutting width to 8 mm.
 Position the fabric in front of the cutting knife so that approximately 1/8” of fabric will be cut from the edge.
 Turn the adjusting screw to desired setting (not too tight) to start.
 Begin sewing by placing the needles into the elastic edge with a slight tail behind the presser foot to handle.
 Adjust tension on roller with adjusting screw as needed.
 To end the seam, sew off the fabric edge and trim elastic.

TIP: Use texturized thread in the looper of the super stretch stitch to increase stretchiness and also softness of the seam.

LINGERIE ELASTIC WITH COVERSTITCHING
 Set the machine for the desired coverstitch seam (narrow recommended, 4-thread shown).
 Thread the cover looper with Maxi-Lock stretch thread.
 Adjust the guide on the foot for the width of elastic and place elastic into foot.
 Attach elasticator foot loaded with lingerie elastic to the machine
 Set the stitch length to 3.5 mm.
 Loosen the looper tension to 2 to 3.
 Position the fabric underneath the foot at the needles.
 Lower the needles into the elastic and fabric, then begin to sew the seam.
 Watch the fabric edge as you sew, ensuring that it is covered fully by the elastic.
 Adjust tension on roller with adjusting screw as needed.
 To end the seam so off the fabric edge and trim elastic.

TIP: This method works best when the desired project can be sewn as a flat piece rather than in the round—when ending in
the round the elastic must overlap the start resulting in cumbersome finish.

Questions?
More Information:
Crib Sheet Tutorial
Video Tutorial on the Elasticator

